Job Description
Hydromer has a legendary track record of innovation, and with its team of exceptional PhD. chemists and executive pioneers, have
created over 90 specialized chemical coatings and surface modification technologies as well as developed a new line of proprietary
active botanical (plant based) ingredients and compounds to help companies maximize their interest in sustainability with safer, more
natural alternatives. This vast technology portfolio provides value in many applications in numerous markets including medical devices,
personal care, cosmetics and industrial applications to name just a few. Hydromer is ISO certified and sells primarily on a B2B basis
and its enterprise clients include some of the worlds most trusted and renowned companies in the world.
We are in the process of relocating our base of operations to the Concord, North Carolina area. As a result, we will require a dynamic,
hands-on individual who will be responsible for performing QA inspections for medical devices that have been processed by our
Medical Coatings Group. This position will report directly to the Director of Quality Assurance.
Responsibilities:







Performing inspections on all products that have been processed by the Medical Coatings Group and ensuring that only
products meeting the defined specifications are released
Providing Certificates of Compliance
Maintaining QA documentation and records
Performing calibrations on all QA testing equipment
Performing internal audits, as required under the Quality System

Experience:











Minimum of Associate Degree in a related field
Must have 2-3 years disciplined experience working in a medical environment under strict FDA/ISO guidelines
Will be able to interpret blueprints and drawings that detail product specifications
Working knowledge of measuring tools such as micrometers, rulers, calipers, etc.
Performs inspections under a microscope when required
Possess excellent verbal, written, computer and communication skills
Attention to accuracy a must
Must be a highly motivated self-starter and capable of working under minimal supervision
Analytical chemistry experience a plus

In return, we offer a salary commensurate with experience – along with a medical/prescription plan (approximately 80% paid the
Company), dental, life insurance, paid holidays, paid vacation, 401k Plan and more.
Job Type: Full-time
Experience:








internal audit: 2 years (Required)
working in a GMP controlled environment: 2 years (Required)
blueprint, drawing interpretation: 2 years (Required)
Medical Device QA Ispection: 2 years (Required)
working with calipers, micrometers and rulers, etc.: 2 years (Required)
QA documentation: 2 years (Required)

Education:



Associate (Required)

